
computer systems with Sound by Bose.

the 21st Century Look and Sound Like?

Basic black? Hardly! The Aptiva 5 series PC looks different because it is.
Startihg with the "Split Design" that keeps high -demand functions like CD ROM and
floppy drive access at your fingertips while moving the PC tower over 6 ft. away-
everything about the way this PC works makes more sense. Disk drives are housed in a
space -saving console that can be folded down to provide a storage shelf for the key-
board. With the PC off and keyboard stored, you'll have a lot more work surface!

Fully integrated multimedia system
Aptiva PCs' multimedia systems reside partly in the mini towers ana partly
in the new monitors. Together, they form a multimedia system that's com-
pletely matched and integrated. Screen resolution, refresh rates, sound
card, video card, Plug -and -Play compatibility-all have been designed to
match perfectly. Gone are the days when you had to buy a computer and
monitor separately and take a chance that all the "specs" matched up.

EZ Buttons' keyboard & ScrollPoint' mouse
Four EZ Buttons can be programmed to let you launch your favorite appli-
cation with a single touch. They come preset to the Internet, Lotus Word -
Pro, Lotus Organizer and Aptiva Installer. ScrollPoint mouse provides fast,
easy fingertip scrolling through Web pages, long documents and spread-
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EZ Buttons Keyboard can be
programmed to let you launch your
favorite application with the push of
a button and easily control many
other functions like audio and phone
features.

ScrollPoint mouse provides fingertip
scrolling through Web pages and
long documents. Move horizontally,
vertically, even diagonally

sheets. This is one screen control you'll really appreciate the very first time
you use it-never has cruising the Web been so easy.

Computing power
Aptivas offer the very latest in multimedia com-
puting power. Driving all this power are the
hottest processors avaiiable-Pentium H.
Aptivas also include USB ports, multi -gigabyte
hard drives, state-of-the-art high-speed
modems, cache memory and more than enough SDRAM memory to run
your most demanding, resource -intensive programs.

High -resolution monitors
Available in different screen sizes, IBM's new monitors feature .28mm dot
pitch and deliver stunning graphics in super -sharp detail. On -screen
controls, built-in microphone and speakers, digital controls for precision
tuning, self -diagnostics and 1080x1024 resolution. All models meet
VLMF, MPRII and EPA Energy Star standards and are designed specifically
for Aptivas.

Why buy IBM Aptiva PCs & monitors
from RadioShack?
 Our knowledgeable staff will take the time to answer your questions

about IBM Aptiva systems.
 We have the accessories and the know-how to help you customize the

computer system to meet your needs.
 We're the largest retailer or IBM Aptiva computers in America; come in

and see why so many people count on us.
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You can use these handy monitor accessories on most PC brands

1E21 Copy holder clip
Holds a printed page at comfortable eye
level for reading. Mounts on either side
of your monitor for convenience, swivels
out of the way when not needed.
26-404 4 99

a CM 17" monitor cover
Protects larger computer monitors from
dust. Fits most monitors up to 17" diago-
nal screen size, even with anti -glare
screen filters in place.
26-402 12.99

15" monitor cover
Protects your computer monitor
from damaging dust. Fits most mm-
itors up to 15" diagonal screen si:e,
even with screen filters in place.
26-342 9 *9

ETZI 10 -foot shielded
VGA extension cable
Extra -long for custom installations. DB15
male to DB15 female. Shielded, grounded to
cut interference. 26-401 14.99
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